
Cyber security is important for both large and small businesses.
The game has changed due to the players level of sophistication
and the way businesses are being conducted. Michael McMurdo,
HJCC Board of Director and CEO of Cetra Technology,  says that
all business owners and senior executives should know or
understand about securing their data. Kenji Price will be sharing
what he saw locally and nationally as the former US Attorney for
the District of Hawaii. Join us for this special virtual webinar!
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Michael McMurdo
CEO
Cetra Technology, Inc.

Michael McMurdo has more
than 30 years of experience
in operations and
information technology and
has been president and CIO
for a number of Hawaii’s Top
250 companies prior to
establishing Cetra
Technology. 
Cetra has approximately 25
engineers that focus on
several technology sectors:
Managed Services, Forensics
Services, and Security and
Access Control. Cetra wrote
and manages the fraud
detection of a major bank,
has done forensic
investigations for the police,
city and county
governments, State
government and major
corporations.

Kenji Price
Partner
McDermott Will & Emery LLP

Kenji Price served as the US
Attorney for the District of
Hawaii. Before serving as the
US Attorney in Hawaii, Kenji
also served as an Assistant
US Attorney in the Eastern
District of New York where
he handled criminal
investigations and
prosecutions involving
diverse subject matters,
while serving in the office’s
General Crimes and
International Narcotics and
Money Laundering Sections.
Kenji focuses his practice on
white-collar government
investigations, internal
investigations, compliance
counseling, and complex civil
litigation.
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